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„True“ costs of ocean change?
Sea-level rise

„Damage increases
faster than the sea
level rise itself“

Boettle et al. 2016
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PIK Boettle et al. 2016Total fisheries ca 140 billion US; damage hurrican Kathrina 110 billion USD



The true values and costs of
ocean warming and CO2 uptake ?
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The ocean has a very large non-market value in its heat capacity; it is currently storing more than 90 % of the additional heat associated with global warming, which it redistributes from one region to another on time scales ranging from years to several decades.Global warming itself is altering surface water temperatures and thus changing the solubility of CO2and oxygen (O2) in ocean water, as well as altering the ocean’s density stratification and circulationpatterns. regulating and supporting ecosystem services (as described in Chapter 3), such as distribution of heat around the planet, the functioning of the hydrological cycle and the absorption of carbon dioxide as part of the carbon cycle






The true value of ocean productivity?

SeaWiFS Chlorophyll 1997 - 2006
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global SeaWiFS data spanning from August 29, 1997 to October 23, 2006The oceans produce half of the oxygen we breath and contain 90% of all species on earth most of them not yet described






Ove Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 
2015. WWF

2.5T USD at stake

Solution: Environmental 
Protection and end of
non-sustainable practices

„The economics of ecosystems and biodiversity“
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The range of goods and services that flow from coastal and marine environments can be valued conservatively at US$2.5 trillion each year, and the overall value of the ocean as an asset is 10 times that.The economics of ecosystems and biodiversity
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educate students in global scale with excellent and challenging research targets by the faculty members.  University owns four research / training vessels, a couples of marine stations and overseas networks.  This research environments should make good chain reactions to educate students who are able to play big roles in marine science and technology at  global scales.



- Effectively regulate harvesting and end overfishing, illegal, 
unreported and unregulated fishing and destructive fishing
practices
- Conserve at least 10 per cent of coastal and marine areas
- Prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution of all 
kinds

Minimize and address the impacts of ocean acidification, 
including through enhanced scientific cooperation

By 2020... 

By 2025... 
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educate students in global scale with excellent and challenging research targets by the faculty members.  University owns four research / training vessels, a couples of marine stations and overseas networks.  This research environments should make good chain reactions to educate students who are able to play big roles in marine science and technology at  global scales.



Counting the true costs of climate change
- Knowing the unknown

Counting the economic costs of climate change
Climate change and human migration
Climate change and human health
Climate change and the Sustainable Development Goals
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Globally, the market value of marine and coastal resources and industries is estimated at $3 trillion per year 
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Case study 1:
Observing Arctic Ocean ecosystem change
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Global warming induces changes in ocean circulation especially in polar regions. This ishighlighted by the retreat of summer sea ice in the Arctic Ocean and dramatic trends in climate andmarine life in the coastal waters of the Antarctic Peninsula. These polar changes may lead to furtherchanges in weather, climate and ecosystems throughout the world, as is already evident on aregional scale in the form of droughts and other weather extremes.Extent defines a region as “ice-covered” or “not ice-covered.” For each satellite data cell, the cell is said to either have ice or to have no ice, based on a threshold. The most common threshold (and the one NSIDC uses) is 15 percent, meaning that if the data cell has greater than 15 percent ice concentration, the cell is considered ice covered; less than that and it is said to be ice free.



The melting cryosphere

Sea ice
Permafrost
Glaciers & ice sheets






Map of the Arctic showing the locations where footprints of
climate change impacts on marine biota have been reported

Observing Arctic ecosystem change
Ecosystem indicators
• Cryosphere state
• Warming &Light availability
• Winds&Mixing
• Acidification
• Productivity
• Foodweb Structure and Timing
• BiodiversityPollution/Mortality
• Birds & Mammals

Wassmann et al. 2011



Observing Arctic livelihood change

Arctic social indicators:
• health and demography
• material well- being
• education
• cultural integrity
• contact with nature
• fate control
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4.10 million people 15% indigenousTold the stories of immense new values: oil and gas, more fish, vineyards in Greenland 



leading intergovernmental forum
promoting cooperation among the Arctic
States, Arctic indigenous communities and
other Arctic inhabitants on issues of
sustainable development and
environmental protection in the Arctic.

The Arctic Council

Economic assets: 
30% of future gas reserves
Traffic, infrastructure, internet
Potentially some valuable metals
Tourism
Not much more fish



Case study 2: Valuing deep-sea ecosystems

http://www.nunatsiaqonline.ca



Climate change impact on the oceans: 
Warming up, turning sour, losing breath

Global map showing regions of particular vulnerability to the three main stressors, 
i.e. ocean warming, acidification and deoxygenation. Nicolas Gruber Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 2011
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The ocean is also currently absorbing one quarter toone‐third of emitted fossil fuel CO2. Net carbon uptake by the ocean will occur as long as humanactivities are adding CO2 to the atmosphere and until the equilibrium between the atmosphere andocean is re‐established. Accordingly, the ultimate fate for most CO2 derived from fossil fuel will beits dissolution in the world’s surface waters, followed by its transfer into the deep ocean, wheremuch of it will be neutralized by reaction with sedimentary carbonate on the deep sea floor.However, as this process takes tens of thousands of years, it is too slow to dampen theconsequences of CO2 increase for the coming generations.The uptake of CO2 into surface waters is causing a number of interrelated changes in oceanchemistry, including an increase in ocean acidity Of particular concern is the ability of marine plantsand animals to construct their calcium carbonate shells or skeletons. Thus the ocean´s uptake of CO2comes with potentially serious impacts on biodiversity, food webs and marine ecosystem services,including fisheries.



Main effects of ocean acidification, warming, and their 
combination on ecosystem processes and species groups. 

Ivan Nagelkerken, and Sean D. Connell PNAS 2015;112:13272-13277©2015 by National Academy of Sciences
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Conceptual diagram illustrating the main effects of ocean acidification, warming, and their combination on ecosystem processes and species groups, based on the metaanalysis results as shown in the various figures of our study. Circled arrows indicate the direction of change, and question marks (?) indicate less certain responses. The most likely feedback responses that exacerbate the direct effects of these two global stressors are indicated with white arrows. Two model ecosystems are shown here (reefs and surface-ocean) to visually capture potential change [present day (Upper Left and Upper Right) vs. future (Lower Left and Lower Right)] in species abundance, species diversity, and community shifts, as revealed by our metaanalysis for ecosystems in general. The changes shown here for reefs and surface-ocean are not exact outcomes of future states but merely emphasize overall responses for (relative) abundance of species.



Ocean littering

http://litterbase.awi.de/
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The ocean is also currently absorbing one quarter toone‐third of emitted fossil fuel CO2. Net carbon uptake by the ocean will occur as long as humanactivities are adding CO2 to the atmosphere and until the equilibrium between the atmosphere andocean is re‐established. Accordingly, the ultimate fate for most CO2 derived from fossil fuel will beits dissolution in the world’s surface waters, followed by its transfer into the deep ocean, wheremuch of it will be neutralized by reaction with sedimentary carbonate on the deep sea floor.However, as this process takes tens of thousands of years, it is too slow to dampen theconsequences of CO2 increase for the coming generations.The uptake of CO2 into surface waters is causing a number of interrelated changes in oceanchemistry, including an increase in ocean acidity Of particular concern is the ability of marine plantsand animals to construct their calcium carbonate shells or skeletons. Thus the ocean´s uptake of CO2comes with potentially serious impacts on biodiversity, food webs and marine ecosystem services,including fisheries.



Ocean bed mining

International Seabed Authority ISA: 
5000 Trillion USD in nodules, crusts, sulfides

Tech. Report #1 (2000), http://www.isa.org.jm
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Case study 2: The richess of deep-sea life
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Important issues arise for the institutions of ocean governance at global, regional, nationaland local levels in balancing the benefits of acquiring these services against the disbenefits (referred to by some as detriments) caused by over-exploitation and in preventing or mitigating those disbenefits



Increase scientific knowledge

Enhance the conservation and
sustainable use of oceans and
their resources by implementing
international law



Counting the true costs of OCEAN change
- Knowing the unknown



900 school kids standing together on Repulse Bay Beach to celebrate Kids' Ocean Day
http://hongkong.coconuts.co

What the ocean means to us
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